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1.  Introduction
Positive solar wind dynamic pressure (SW Pdyn) pulse events, some originate from various solar wind struc-
tures, including the leading edge of HPS (Heliospheric Plasma Sheet; e.g., Shi, Hartinger, et al., 2013; Win-
terhalter et al., 1994), CIR (Corotating Interaction Region; e.g., Olmsted & Akasofu, 1986) or Coronal Mass 
Ejection (CME; e.g., Marcia & Raymond, 1997). These can cause the compression of Earth's magnetosphere 
after their arrival (e.g., Li et al., 2011, 2017, 2008; Shi, Zong, et al., 2013, 2014, 2020, 2009; Russell et al., 2000, 
1999; Wilken et al., 1982; Zong et al., 2004). Negative SW Pdyn pulse events, originate from the trailing edge 
of Heliospheric Plasma Sheet (e.g., Winterhalter et al., 1994), Corotating Interaction Region (e.g., Gibson 
et al., 2009), or the leading edge of magnetic clouds (e.g., Takeuchi et al., 2002), and can cause the expansion 
of Earth's magnetosphere (e.g., Li et al., 2008, 2011, 2017; Shi et al., 2014, 2020).

Abstract In this study, we investigate ionospheric responses, including currents and aurorae, to solar 
wind dynamic pressure (SW Pdyn) sudden increases, which are critical for understanding solar wind-
magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling. We focus on two similar SW Pdyn pulse events that occurred on 
January 24, 2012 and November 12, 2010. In both cases, equivalent ionospheric currents (EIC) vortices 
were generated within about 10 min after the pressure pulse arrival, with a counter-clockwise rotating 
vortex (viewed from above) observed on the dusk side in the former case, and a clockwise vortex observed 
on the dawn side in the latter. Simultaneous ground-based All-Sky Imager (ASI) observations in the 
vicinity of the observed EIC vortex in each case showed that aurorae intensified on the dusk side and 
diminished on the dawn side. These observations provide direct evidence of the scenario proposed by 
Shi et al. (2014) that magnetospheric flow vortices generated by a solar wind pressure pulse carry field-
aligned currents into the ionosphere and thereby modulate auroral activity. The dawn/dusk asymmetry in 
the auroral intensification is a direct result of the opposite sense of vortex rotation on the dawn and dusk 
sides, which generate oppositely directed field-aligned currents into/out of the ionosphere.

Plain Language Summary Earth's magnetosphere and ionosphere are strongly affected 
by variations of the solar wind, especially the variation of solar wind dynamic pressure (SW Pdyn). A SW 
Pdyn increase/decrease leads to the compression/expansion of the Earth's magnetosphere. In response, 
field-aligned currents, which are carried by precipitating or escaping plasma particles, are generated in 
the magnetosphere, and in turn lead to variations in the auroral intensity. In previous studies of events 
with similar variations of SW Pdyn, cases of both auroral brightening and dimming have been observed. 
Therefore, it has not been clear whether the aurorae become darker or brighter after SW Pdyn increase/
decrease events. In this article, we clarify the relationship between the auroral intensity variation and 
positive SW Pdyn pulses. We show that auroral brightening on the dusk side and dimming on dawn side 
during SW Pdyn increase events are due to oppositely directed field-aligned currents in these regions. These 
are generated by oppositely rotating flow vortices on the dusk and dawn flanks of the magnetosphere, 
which are both produced by the passage of the SW Pdyn pulse.
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Extensive studies have shown that SW Pdyn pulses can significantly impact the magnetosphere and the 
ionosphere. When SW Pdyn pulses arrive at Earth's magnetosphere, a single plasma vortex or a pair of plas-
ma vortices appear both on the dawn side and dusk side of the magnetospheric equatorial plane (Birn 
et al., 2004; Glassmeier et al., 1989, 1992; Keiling et al., 2009; Samsonov et al., 2010; Samsonov & Sibe-
ck, 2013; Shi et al., 2014, 2020; Sibeck, 1990; Sun et al., 2015; Tian et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2010; Wang 
et al., 2010, 2010). The rotation sense of these vortices are oppositely directed for positive and negative SW 
Pdyn pulses (Shi et al., 2020). The magnetic field lines are distorted by these magnetospheric plasma vortices 
whereupon field-aligned currents (FACs), connected to ionospheric current vortices, are generated (e.g., 
Birn et al., 2004; Keiling et al., 2009). Tian et al. (2016) reported a case study of an ionospheric traveling 
convection vortex (TCV) generated by a SW Pdyn pulse. They proposed that the TCV is connected to the 
simultaneous magnetospheric plasma vortex near the equatorial plane through FACs. Therefore, there is a 
link among the SW Pdyn pulse, FACs, magnetospheric vortices, and ionospheric vortices.

Previous studies have also shown that the SW Pdyn pulse can affect auroral activity (e.g., Meurant et al., 2004, 
2003; Zhou et al., 2003; Zhou et al., 2012; Zhou & Tsurutani, 1999, 2001) through FACs and plasma vorti-
ces in the magnetosphere (e.g., Keiling et al., 2009; Lui et al., 2010; Shi et al., 2020; Tian et al., 2016; Yao 
et al., 2012). A positive/negative geomagnetic sudden impulse could be generated (Akasofu, 1964; Araki 
& Nagano, 1988; Takeuchi et al., 2002; Vorobjev et al., 1974), with potential Space Weather consequences 
for ground-based networks (Carter et al., 2015; Fiori et al., 2014; Marshall et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2019). 
If the SW Pdyn produces a positive/negative sudden impulse, a positive/negative sudden impulse in ter-
restrial magnetic field can be generated, in addition to magnetospheric compression/expansion at higher 
altitude (Akasofu, 1964; Araki & Nagano, 1988; Takeuchi et al., 2002; Vorobjev et al., 1974). However, after 
SW Pdyn increase, both an increase (Sato et al., 2001) and decrease (Liou et al., 2006, 2007) of the auroral 
brightness have been observed. Similarly, many studies have found an enhancement (Hubert et al., 2003; 
Zhou et al., 2003) and reduction (Zong et al., 2009, 2010) of auroral brightness after SW Pdyn increase events. 
While explanations of the physical mechanisms causing variations in each case were offered, such as FACs 
(Sato et al., 2001), the loss cone of trapped particles, and the magnetic mirror ratio (Liou et al., 2006, 2007; 
Hubert et al., 2003; Zhou et al., 2003; Zong et al., 2008, 2009, 2010), none of these provide a convincing, 
consistent scenario to explain the different variations of auroral brightness under similar conditions of ge-
omagnetic activity during the SW Pdyn pulse events.

Shi et al. (2014) first proposed a scenario that attempts to explain observed variations in auroral brightness 
following the arrival of a positive SW Pdyn pulse, whereby this positive pulse can generate FAC in the correct 
sense to add to or reduce the auroral intensity. The global response after the arrival of a negative SW Pdyn 
pulse (Zhao et al., 2016) can also be explained by this scenario. Here, we introduce the whole scenario in 
detail. A positive SW Pdyn pulse launches compressional waves from the dayside magnetopause into the 
magnetosphere. These compressional waves propagate into the inner magnetosphere before being reflect-
ed toward the morning or afternoon flanks, due to inhomogeneities in the magnetic field as well as cold 
plasma density (and hence the Alfvén speed) (Allan & Poulter, 1992; Degeling et al., 2014, 2018; Samsonov 
et al., 2007, Samsonov & Sibeck, 2013; Shi et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2010; Zhao et al., 2016). At the leading edge 
of the compressional wave/reflected compressional wave as it propagates antisunward down the dawn and 
dusk flanks, plasma will be accelerated by an Ampere force and move Earthward and Sunward (Samsonov 
& Sibeck, 2013; Shi et al., 2014; Tian et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2010; Zhao et al., 2016; Zong et al., 2012). 
Accordingly, the appearance of a magnetospheric flow vortex can be expected because flow shear is set up at 
the leading edge of the pressure pulse as it travels down the magnetopause flank. These clockwise or coun-
terclockwise magnetospheric vortices viewed from above the equatorial plane are associated with FACs 
(Keiling et al., 2009; Shi et al., 2014, 2020; Tian et al., 2016) and generate the clockwise or counterclockwise 
ionospheric current vortices in the ionosphere (Shi et al., 2014, 2020; Zhao et al., 2016, 2019). The plasma 
vortices have opposite directions on the dawn and dusk sides both in the magnetosphere and ionosphere 
because of mirror symmetry in the magnetospheric configuration and compressional wave driver across the 
noon/midnight meridian. The rotation direction of the ionospheric plasma vortex is clockwise on the dusk 
side and counterclockwise on the dawn side, when looking down at the Northern hemisphere from above 
the Earth. Figure 1 clearly shows the schematic of the whole process of the magnetosphere and ionosphere 
to a SW Pdyn impulse. The curved green arrows indicate the direction of the FACs. The FACs, carried by es-
caping electrons on the dawn side and precipitating electrons on the dusk side, are downward and upward 
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on those two flanks respectively. Therefore, aurora close to the ionospheric current vortex in the dawn/dusk 
side will become dimmer/brighter, respectively.

In previous studies, part of the scenario mentioned above (the magnetospheric plasma vortex generated 
by SW Pdyn pulse) has been verified in simulation method (e.g., Tian et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2016). Never-
theless, due to the absence of conjugate auroral observations, the entire chain of the response has not been 
demonstrated. Fortunately, on account of requisite parameters of solar wind and magnetosphere in situ 
observations, and aurora observation on the dawn and dusk sides, we are able to verify the whole scenario 
carefully for the first time in this article.

The detailed observations of our events are shown in Section 2. The case of a dusk side event is shown in 
Section 2.1, and the dawn side event is shown in Section 2.2, followed by the summary and discussion in 
Section 3.

2.  Northern Hemispheric Vortex and Aurora Responses to a Positive Pressure 
Pulse
In this section, we present two events in which a positive SW Pdyn pulse impacted the magnetosphere, and 
show: (i) the evolution of equivalent ionospheric current (EIC) vortices, (ii) the generation of FACs, and 
(iii) their effect on auroral activity in the corresponding EIC vortex region; on the dusk (Section 2.1) and 
dawn side (Section 2.2), respectively. In so doing, we demonstrate the causal chain of processes between the 
positive SW Pdyn pulse, EICs vortices, FACs, and changes in auroral intensity.
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Figure 1.  Schematic view of some responses in the Earth's magnetosphere and ionosphere to a positive SW Pdyn pulse 
(from Shi et al., 2020). Red arrows indicate the sense of vortex rotation in the equatorial plane and ionosphere, and 
green arrows indicate the direction of filed-aligned current within the vortex magnetic flux tubes, which act to locally 
twist magnetic field lines (gray lines). SW Pdyn, solar wind dynamic pressure.
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2.1.  Dusk Side Counterclockwise Vortex Generation and Aurora Intensity Increases

The solar wind and the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) measurements during 00:00–00:50 UT on Janu-
ary 24, 2012 from the OMNI database are shown in Figure 2. We note that the IMF data are displayed in the 
Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric (GSM) coordinate system. As shown in Figure 2a, the SW Pdyn increases 
from ∼0.6 to 1.2 nPa at ∼00:26 UT (red vertical dashed line) within 2 min, which is mainly due to an abrupt 
increase in proton density (as shown in Figure 2b). Figures 2d and 2e show that during 00:00–01:00 UT, the 
IMF By decreases from −3 to −5 nT, while the IMF Bz increases from −6 to −4 nT. The increase of SYM-H, 
from 00:26 to 00:34 UT as shown in Figure 2f, indicates a compression of the magnetosphere by the positive 
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Figure 2.  Solar wind, IMF, and geomagnetic conditions during 00:00-01:00 UT on January 24, 2012 from OMNI data set. (a) SW Pdyn, (b) proton density, (c) ion 
velocity, (d) IMF By, (e) IMF Bz, (f) SYM-H, and (g) AE index. The red vertical dashed line shows the arrival time of positive SW Pdyn pulse. IMF, interplanetary 
magnetic field; SW Pdyn, solar wind dynamic pressure.
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SW Pdyn pulse, which can be used to determine the arrival time of the pressure pulse. In Figure 2g, the 
small-to-moderate AE index (∼280 nT) have a minimal variation during the time period of observation.

In order to demonstrate the relation between the EICs vortex and the SW Pdyn increase, we show the evolu-
tion of the EICs vortex, derived from THEMIS/CARISMA/BLC (Mann et al., 2008; Newitt et al., 2007; Rus-
sell et al., 2008) ground-based magnetometer observations, with universal time in Figure 3. An EICs vortex, 
obtained by taking ionospheric currents data from the ground magnetometer arrays and using the Spheri-
cal Elementary Currents (SECs) method (e.g., Amm, 1997; Amm & Viljanen, 1999; Weygand et al., 2009b, 
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Figure 3.  Panels from top to bottom and left to right show the spatial distributions of the equivalent ionospheric 
currents (EICs) at each moment from 00:26 UT to 00:57 UT on January 24, 2012. The black dots mark the 
computational grid for the elementary currents. Short black lines indicate the magnitude and direction of equivalent 
ionospheric currents. The EICs vortex is marked as green circle, and a zoomed-in view is shown in the upper right 
corner of each panel. EIC, equivalent ionospheric currents.
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2011), whose direction of rotation is counterclockwise with a scale size (diameter) of about 400 km, is gen-
erated at 00:33 UT (18:33 LT) on January 24, 2012.

Here, we briefly describe the computing methods in Amm (1997) for obtaining EIC. This method expands 
the ionospheric currents system (assuming that the field-aligned currents flow radially) based on two sets 
of basis functions described in spherical coordinates. One of these basis functions is curl-free and poloidal 
which can cause a toroidal magnetic field confined above the ionosphere, and the other function is diver-
gence-free and toroidal, which can cause a poloidal magnetic field below the ionosphere, resulting from 
ionospheric currents. These basis functions comprise the Spherical Elementary Currents (SECs) mentioned 
above with, the equivalent ionospheric current (EIC) equal to the sum of divergence free parts of the Hall 
and Pedersen currents.

Figure 3 shows the details of an EIC vortex, with each panel displaying a snap-shot of the spatial distri-
bution of EICs at the indicated time, in which black vectors indicate the magnitude and direction of the 
ionospheric current. The green circle indicates the scope of the EICs vortex. In order to make a distinct com-
parison easier a magnified view of the EICs vortex is provided in the upper right corner of each panel, which 
appears to be centered close to the East coast of the Hudson Bay inlet in Northern Canada. In Figure 3, from 
00:26 UT to 00:32 UT, the magnitude of currents are exceedingly small in this region and have not formed 
a clear vortex profile. A single counterclockwise current vortex with relatively small current magnitude 
less than ∼200 mA/m is apparent at 00:33 UT (18:33 LT). The current magnitude at all directions in vortex 
increase slightly from 00:33 UT (18:33 LT) and decrease from 00:50 UT (18:50 LT). The geographic location 
of this flow vortex, around at (60°N, 90°W), remains unchanged for 24 min.

Previous research has shown that counterclockwise/clockwise vortices in equivalent ionospheric currents 
are associated with upward/downward field-aligned currents (e.g., Fukushima, 1976; Shi et al., 2020; Tian 
et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2019). We used the method of Zhao et al.  (2019) to estimate the distribution of 
FACs from the computed EICs during this event. This method assumes that gradients in the ionospheric 
conductance perpendicular to the direction of the electric field are negligible, in which case it can be shown 
that the Hall-to-Pederson conductance ratio (known as the SEC system factor, and given by integrating the 
vertical component of the curl of EIC over each grid cell) is proportional to the local field-aligned current 
density (Amm & Kauristie, 2002; Weygand et al., 2011, 2016). Only regions above 38° geographic latitude 
are considered in this method, in order to restrict the calculation to regions where the vertical direction ap-
proximately corresponds to the field-aligned direction (e.g., Amm, 1998; Amm & Kauristie, 2002; Weygand 
et al., 2011, 2009; Zhao et al., 2019). The resultant SECs amplitudes, which are proportional to the FACs for 
our event are displayed in Figure 4. The upward/downward currents are indicated by red plus symbols/blue 
squares, respectively, with a symbol size that is proportional to the current magnitude. In order to investi-
gate the relationship between the variation of auroral intensity with the EIC vortex and FAC distribution, 
we first mark the field-of-view of the All-Sky Imager (ASI) for auroral observations at the GILL ground sta-
tion (using a yellow circle in Figure 4), and use a green circle (similarly marked in Figure 3) to indicate the 
vicinity of the vortex. We also provide in Figure 4 magnified views of the SECs amplitude distribution at the 
location of the vortex and the ASI GILL ground station in the upper right corner of each panel. Comparing 
Figures 3 and 4, we find that the core of the vortex is situated in a region of upward currents, and that part 
of this region lies within the ASI field of view of the GILL ground station.

In Figure 5a, we calculated the sum of the upward and downward currents in the field-of-view of ASI GILL 
ground station (the yellow circle area as shown in Figure 4). The red/blue histograms show the sum of 
upward/downward currents in the ASI GILL ground station field of view at each moment, with 10 s time 
resolution. The vertical black line indicates the time at which upward currents start to increase. The upward 
currents increase slowly from 00:37 UT and reach the maximum value at ∼01:00 UT, while the downward 
currents increase rapidly from 00:34 UT to 00:37 UT and decrease slowly from 00:37 UT to 01:00 UT. To 
check which type (upward/downward) of currents dominate the region in the scope of ASI GILL ground 
station over time, we show the total current amplitudes for every 10 s in Figure 5b, which is the difference 
between the upward and downward currents. The vertical black line marks the start time at which the FACs 
are dominated by upward currents in the above region. Figure 5b clearly shows that the FACs in the area 
of ASI GILL observation are mainly upward from 00:45 UT to 01:00 UT, and the upward currents gradually 
increase compared with the downward currents. This situation is consistent with the upward FACs (the 
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curved green arrow) on the dusk side in Figure 1. Because the FACs are carried by ascending and precipi-
tating electrons which could affect auroral activities (e.g., Lyons et al., 1986; Rostoker et al., 1985), a strong 
enhancement of auroral intensity should be observed from ∼00:37 UT (18:37 LT) onwards, associated with 
the red plus symbols inside the yellow circle at GILL ground station in Figure 4.

Therefore, the ASI aurora observations at GILL ground station are necessary to verify this point. We used 
false chromatic color to clearly show the variation of auroral brightness, as shown in Figure 6. To more accu-
rately quantify the auroral intensity variation, we selected five different vertical slices to display keograms, 
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Figure 4.  Upward (red “+” symbols) and downward (blue squares) currents estimated using the SECs model over 
North America, at various times from 00:26 UT to 00:57 UT on January 24, 2012 are shown in the same order as 
Figure 3. The current magnitude is indicated by the symbol size. The yellow circle indicates the Field-of-View of the 
All-Sky Imager (ASI) GILL ground station. The green circle marks the vortex position (as similarly marked in Figure 3). 
ASI, All-Sky Imager.
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shown in Figures 7a–7e. We also selected a region from the GILL station observations with strong upward 
currents (observed in Figure 4) and clear aurora (observed in Figure 6) to plot the average aurora intensity 
as shown in Figure 7f. The positions of these selected slices and auroral area are marked by red vertical 
lines (a)∼(e) and a red box (f) in Figure 6, respectively. The auroral intensity slowly increases from 00:34 
UT (18:34 LT) and obviously increases from 00:37 UT (18:37 LT) as expected, which is consistent with the 
arrival time of the positive SW Pdyn pulse (at 00:26 UT as shown in Figure 2a) and the higher SYM-H index 
(from 00:26 to 00:34 UT as shown in Figure 2f), the generation time of the ionospheric EICs vortex (at 00:33 
UT as shown in Figure 3), and the situation of upward FACs distribution (increases slowly from 00:37 UT 
as shown in Figure 5a) in ionosphere.

In summary, we find that a counterclockwise EICs vortex in the dusk side is generated in the ionosphere 
within 10 min after the arrival of positive SW Pdyn pulse. Upward FACs increase at the same location after 
the formation of the EICs vortex. There is a clear relation between the enhancement of upward FACs and 
auroral brightness at the same location in the dusk side. These observations demonstrate the chain reaction 
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Figure 5.  (a) The sum of upward currents (red bars)/downward currents (blue bars) within the Field-of-View of the 
GILL ground station All-Sky Imager (yellow circle in Figure 4). (b) The differences between the upward currents and 
downward currents. The vertical black line in (a) indicates the time (00:37 UT) currents start to increase in the above 
region and in (b) indicates the start time when the FACs, in the region of GILL ASI observations, are dominated by 
upward currents (00:45 UT). ASI, All-Sky Imager.
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on the Earth's dusk side between the positive SW Pdyn pulse, counterclockwise EICs vortex in the iono-
sphere, upward FACs, and the enhancement of auroral intensity.

2.2.  Dawn Side Clockwise Vortex Generation and Aurora Intensity Decreases

The second case of our study, which occurred on November 12, 2010, was triggered by the arrival of a SW 
Pdyn pulse at 10:46 UT, with similar characteristics to pulse in the first case described in Section 2.1. In this 
case, however, a clockwise vortex (viewed from above) and weakening aurora are recorded on the dawn side 
of Earth's ionosphere. The rotation sense of the vortex and auroral intensity variation are opposite to those 
in the previous case. We follow the same steps described in the above section to study this case.

Figure 8 shows the time-variation of solar wind parameters and the SYM-H index during the interval of 
interest. The red vertical dashed line indicates the moment just prior to the SW Pdyn increase, at 10:46 UT. 
The pressure changes from ∼2.5 to 4.0 nPa within 4 min, which is also mainly due to the variation of proton 
density (see Figures 8b and 8c). It can be seen from Figures 8d and 8e that both the IMF By and the IMF Bz 
are decreased at the same time and have a reversal from positive to negative at around 10:46 UT. The SYM-H 
index begins to increase at 10:48 UT and reaches a plateau at 10:52 UT, before increasing further at 10:58 
UT. The AE index is less than 250 nT during 10:30–11:10 UT (Figure 8g).

At 10:48 UT, as shown in Figure  9, an EICs vortex with clockwise rotation is generated, shortly after a 
positive SW Pdyn pulse arrived. We show the evolution with universal time of this EICs vortex in Figure 9. 
The location of the center of the vortex is around at (68°N, 126°W) and the dimension of the vortex is about 
400–600 km. During 10:46–10:50 UT (02:46–02:50 LT), the outline of vortex becomes more distinct. After 
10:53 UT (02:53 LT), the magnitudes of currents reduce to the minimum. This vortex become less obvious 
at 11:02 UT (03:02 LT).
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Figure 6.  From left to right, top to bottom show false-color Auroral images at ASI GILL station from 00:33 UT to 00:57 UT on January 24, 2012. The vertical red 
lines ((a)–(e)) are the locations of auroral slices selected for Figure 7. The red box (f) is a region chosen for calculating the average value of auroral intensity. The 
white arrows indicate light pollution (the moon on the left and the reflection of the moon on the right side). ASI, All-Sky Imager.
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We show the SECs amplitudes distribution of this dawn side event in Figure  10, in which the red plus 
symbols/blue squares correspond with upward/downward currents, similar to Figure 4. The green circle 
indicates the vicinity of the vortex (as similarly marked in Figure 9) and the yellow circle indicates a lo-
cation where ASI aurora observations were taken at INUV ground station. Histograms of the upward and 
downward directed currents (summed over the ASI field of view) are shown as a function of time with 10 s 
resolution in Figures 11a. The vertical black line in this plot indicates the approximate time where both 
upward and downward currents begin to decrease. The sum of upward currents decreases from 10:48 UT 
to 10:53 UT (02:48 LT to 02:53 LT), suggesting that the flux of precipitating electrons decreases during this 
interval. Figures 11b shows the difference between the upward and downward directed currents shown in 
Figures 11a. This figure shows that after 10:42 UT (the vertical black line in Figures 11b), the FACs within 
the ASI INUV field of view are mainly dominated by downward currents. The downward currents gradu-
ally increase compared with the upward currents in this region, which is also consistent with the scenario 
shown in Figure 1. There is a lack of the upward FACs (precipitating electrons) in the observation area of 
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Figure 7.  ((a)–(e)): Time variation of auroral intensity along slices ((a)–(e)) taken from Figure 6 (from 00:25 to 01:10 
UT). The bottom panel (f) shows the time variation of the average value of auroral intensity within the red rectangle in 
Figure 6. The red perpendicular at 00:34 UT indicates the beginning time of increased auroral intensity.
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ASI INUV station to maintain the brightness of the aurorae. Therefore, the intensity of aurorae is expected 
to diminish with time in this region.

The auroral observations at ASI INUV ground station are necessary to verify the above prediction. The same 
method used to produce Figures 6 and 7 is used to obtain Figures 12 and 13 for this event. We can see the 
overall variation of auroral intensity with time in Figure 12. The aurora in the region indicated by red arrow 
1 diminishes from 10:45 UT (02:45 LT); the aurora in another region indicated by red arrow 2 begins to 
diminish at 10:48 UT (02:48 LT), and the aurora in the third region indicated by red arrow 3 also begins to 
diminish at 10:51 UT (02:51 LT). The white arrow indicates light contamination from another light source. 
We cut five vertical slices (a)∼(e) (as marked in Figure 12) in these three auroral regions to track auroral 
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Figure 8.  Same as Figure 6, but during 10:20–11:10 UT on November 12, 2010. The dashed red perpendicular shows the arrival time of positive SW Pdyn pulse. 
SW Pdyn, solar wind dynamic pressure.
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intensity variation with time. The details are shown in Figures 13a–13e. The average auroral intensity in-
tegrated over the red box (f) (as marked in Figure 12) is shown in Figure 13f, and clearly shows a decrease 
with time from 10:50 UT (02:50 LT). Finally, all the aurorae in the above three areas are extinguished after 
10:50 UT.

Figure 13f shows a sudden drop in intensity between 10:47 and 10:48 UT, which appears to be inconsistent 
with our predictions from the current amplitude results shown in Figure 11. From Figure 12, we can see 
from the aurora distribution at 10:47 and 10:48 UT, that the aurora still exists but occupies a very small area 
close to the left edge of the plot (intersected by line “a”). Therefore, the average value of the auroral intensity 
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Figure 9.  Spatial distributions of the EICs at various times from 10:46 UT to 11:02 UT on November 12, 2010 are 
shown in the same order as Figure 3. The black line in the north-south direction at about 170° geographic longitude 
indicates local geographic midnight (Weygand et al., 2009a, 2011). Other parameters are the same as Figure 3. EIC, 
equivalent ionospheric currents.
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that we calculated in the region of the red box is relatively small. We can see the variation of auroral inten-
sity on one slice in this small region in Figure 13a.

The characteristics of this event may be summed up as follows: the SW Pdyn arrives at the magnetopause 
at 10:46 UT. After 2 min, a clockwise EICs vortex on the dawn side forms near the INUV ground station, 
when the SYM-H value begins to increase at 10:48 UT. Downward field-aligned currents associated with 
the vortex become increasingly dominant within the field of view of an ASI at the station, and the observed 
auroral intensity diminishes after 10:50 UT. Within the field-of-view of ASI at INUV station, the downward 
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Figure 10.  Upward (red “+” symbols) and downward (blue squares) field aligned currents estimated using the SECs 
model over North America at various times, from 10:44 UT to 11:02 UT on November 12, 2010, are shown in the same 
order as Figure 4. The current amplitude magnitude is indicated by the symbol size. The yellow circle indicates the 
location and field of view of the ASI INUV ground station and the green circle indicates the vortex position. The black 
long line at about 170° of geographic longitude indicates the local geographic midnight (Weygand et al., 2009, 2011) 
same as Figure 9. ASI, All-Sky Imager.
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field-aligned currents associated with EIC vortex become increasingly dominant, and the observed auroral 
intensity here diminishes after 10:50 UT. The current amplitude variation is consistent with the variation of 
auroral intensity at the same location. The above ionospheric responses in this dawn side event are opposite 
to the event on the dusk side in Section 2.1.

Our observations provide convincing evidence of a specific chain of coupled processes during SW dynamic 
pressure pulse events that link the SW Pdyn increase, the generation of counterclockwise/clockwise EICs 
vortices on the dusk/dawn side of the ionosphere, FACs, and the auroral intensity enhancement/weakening 
on the dusk/dawn side.

There are actually two vortices in Figure 9. A larger scale vortex (60°–75°N, 60°W) shows the opposite di-
rection from the vortex (68°N, 126°W) we discussed above. We use a red dotted line to mark it in Figure 9 
to obtain Figure S1 of the supporting material. It is found that this vortex formed at 10:37 UT (∼5:37 LT) 
and disappeared at 11:08 UT (∼7:08 LT). This is a traveling vortex on the dawn side, which moves to the 
southeast from 11:03 UT (as shown in Figure S2). However, a large variation in SW Pdyn occurs at 10:46 UT 
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Figure 11.  (a) The sum of currents within the field of view of the ASI INUV ground station (yellow circle in 
Figure 10). (b) The subtraction of upward and downward currents in the above region. The vertical black lines in (a) 
indicates the time (at 10:47 UT) when currents start to decrease and in (b) indicates the start time (at 10:42 UT) when 
the FAC, in the region of INUV observation, becomes dominated by downward currents. ASI, All-Sky Imager; FAC, 
field-aligned currents.
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(as shown in Figure 8a) after the vortex occurs at 10:37 UT. This indicates that there may be no causal rela-
tionship between this vortex and SW Pdyn variation, or at least that this vortex is not induced by this SW Pdyn 
variation at 10:46 UT. This counter-clockwise vortex on the dawn side is inconsistent with the ideal model 
proposed by Shi et al. (2020), in which a single antisunward traveling vortex is generated by a SW Pdyn pulse. 
Figure S3 shows the auroral observations between 10:45 UT and 11:02 UT from four ASI ground stations 
(TALO, RANK, SNKQ, KUUJ) near this vortex. Panels ((a)–(e)) show the distribution of ASI ground stations 
in North America between 10:45 UT and 11:02 UT. The red dashed line indicates the region where this 
vortex exists. Regrettably, there are no ASI stations in the central area of this vortex. Only some ASI stations 
(TALO, RANK, SNKQ, KUUJ) at the edge of the vortex provided observations at that time. Panels ((f)–(i)) 
show false-color fields of view taken from ASIs at TALO, RANK, SNKQ, KUUJ stations, respectively. These 
suggest that no aurorae occurred here during the existence of the vortex. These panels show minimal au-
roral activity within their fields of view over the time interval of interest, however, we cannot definitively 
determine whether or not this vortex can be associated with an increase in auroral activity because of a lack 
of auroral observations in the central region of the vortex. Finally, we examine the SECs amplitudes in the 
central region of the vortex. In Figure S4, the bright blue dashed line indicates the location of the vortex, 
similar to Figure S1, and the bright blue solid line marks the center of the EIC vortex. Figure S5 calculates 
the difference between the upward and downward field-aligned currents in the bright blue solid line re-
gion. It is found that the central region of this vortex is dominated by upward currents. After the vortex 
moves southeast at 11:03 UT, the position of the old vortex center is gradually controlled by more powerful 
downward currents. In addition, we have also found the existence of two adjacent vortices with opposite 
directions in other events. Actually, there are a number of observations of oppositely directed EIC vortices. 
Many of these EIC vortices are associated with substorm onset and could very well be linked with convec-
tive vortices in the tail on either side of a highspeed earthward flow (e.g., Keiling et al., 2009). Sometimes 
these EIC vortices are located respectively in the ionospheric flanks (dawn and dusk side), which may be 
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Figure 12.  From left to right, top to bottom figures show false-color auroral images taken from the ASI INUV station from 10:30 UT to 11:02 UT on November 
12, 2010. The vertical red lines ((a)–(e)) are the locations of selected auroral slices for Figure 13. The red box (f) is a region chosen for calculating the average 
value of auroral intensity. The red arrows indicate where the aurora is occurring, and the light in the Field-of-View at the edge indicated by the white arrows 
may be light pollution. ASI, All-Sky Imager.
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consistent with the model in Figure 1. However, sometimes they coexist simultaneously on the dawn side 
or dusk side. We will enumerate these cases one by one in a future statistical study, in which we will explore 
the causes of their formation and investigate possible correlations between these two simultaneous vorti-
ces. The observation of multiple vortices in response to some SW Pdyn events (and not others) suggests that 
their generation is sensitive to details of the solar wind/magnetosphere interaction during the passage of 
the pulse, which may be determined by its structure, or prior conditions along the magnetopause. This will 
form the subject of future modeling studies of these types of events.
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Figure 13.  ((a)–(e)): Time variation of auroral intensity along slices ((a)–(e)) taken from Figure 12. The variations 
of auroral intensity at five slices (as marked in Figure 12) along the time are shown in ((a)–(e)). The bottom panel (f) 
shows the time variation of the average value of auroral intensity within the red rectangle (as marked in Figure 12). The 
red vertical line indicates the beginning time of decreased auroral intensity.
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3.  Summary and Discussion
We have presented two events, in this paper, to study ionospheric reactions shortly after the arrival of a pos-
itive SW Pdyn pulse. These two events were selected from the OMNI database and were found to exhibit clear 
EICs vortices and auroral activity in the ionosphere, from THEMIS ground magnetometer and THEMIS ASI 
optical observations at the GILL and INUV stations. Analysis of the two events showed that the evolution 
of EICs vortices and the variation of aurora intensity are associated with a chain reaction caused by the 
SW Pdyn sudden increase via FACs generated at flanks of the magnetosphere near the equatorial plane (Shi 
et al., 2014, 2020). Results from the two events are summarized as below:

1.  Within 10 min of SW Pdyn pulse arrival at the Earth's magnetosphere, a clockwise EICs vortex is generat-
ed on the dawn side and a counterclockwise EICs vortex is generated on the dusk side in the ionosphere

2.  Within 10 min of the EICs vortex generation, both upward and downward currents on the dusk/dawn 
side enhanced/reduced. Therefore, the FACs on the dusk side is mainly upward, and on the dawn side 
is mainly downward

3.  Auroral intensity in the EICs vortex region increased at dusk and decreased at dawn, which is consistent 
with the mechanism proposed by Shi et al. (2014)

The auroral emission variation corresponds to the duration of the vortex in these two events. For the first 
case, from the vortex appears at 00:26 UT to disappears at 00:50 UT, the auroral intensity increases from 
00:34 UT and decreases form 00:50 UT until the auroral intensity reaches its minimum at 00:59 UT. For the 
second case, from the vortex appears at 10:48 UT to disappears at 11:02 UT, the auroral intensity decreases 
form 10:50 UT until the auroral disappear completely at 10:59 UT.

We have focused on the ionospheric responses to a SW Pdyn sudden increase in this research. Next, we will 
study the responses both in the ionosphere and magnetosphere to a negative SW Pdyn pulse, and conduct 
a statistical study of ionospheric vortex events and their auroral response to positive and negative SW Pdyn 
pulses, respectively, to verify whether these responses are common.

Observations and simulations have shown that vortices occur simultaneously in the magnetosphere and 
ionosphere following the arrival of a SW Pdyn pulse. The generation of magnetospheric plasma vortices 
following a SW Pdyn variation was first proposed by Sibeck (1990). Wang et al. (2010) and Samsonov & Sibe-
ck (2013) successively obtained plasma vortices in magnetosphere by global MHD simulations. Later, Shi 
et al. (2014) and Tian et al. (2016) inferred the simultaneous existence of vortices both in magnetosphere 
and ionosphere by combining simulation and observation results. Finally, Shi et al. (2020) considered the 
global response of the ionosphere coupled magnetosphere system and concluded that there was a com-
plete chain reaction between the solar wind dynamic pressure pulse, magnetospheric vortex, FAC, iono-
spheric vortex, and aurora (as shown in Figure 1). Our results show that the proposed mechanism by Shi 
et al. (2014) on the whole provides a plausible mechanism for the reduction in auroral intensities at dawn 
and the increased in auroral intensities at dusk following an increase in SW Pdyn. According to the global 
response model in Figure 1, dusk side auroral intensity increases (as shown in Section 2.1) and dawn side 
auroral intensity decreases (as shown in Section 2.2), we therefore expect that there is a counterclockwise 
and clockwise tailward plasma vortex in the magnetosphere, respectively, to provide the upward and down-
ward FAC for the current vortex to produce auroral activity in the ionosphere. Our results also indicate that 
multiple vortices may be generated following a SW Pdyn pulse in some cases, suggesting that details of the 
solar wind/magnetosphere interaction during the passage of the pulse (over and above that considered by 
Shi et al., 2020) may also be important. In addition, considering the influences of compressional wave on 
the formation of magnetospheric plasma vortices, the detailed time sequence of the generation of these 
phenomena should also be estimated theoretically and observed further. Therefore, in the future work, we 
plan to start from the magnetospheric responses (compressional wave, vortex, and FAC) caused by the SW 
Pdyn pulse, and afterward to completely demonstrate the coupling process between them and the ionospher-
ic responses (vortex and aurora), and finally give a detailed time sequence of all these phenomena.
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